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Abstract
AIM
To systematically review the incidence of ipsilateral graft
re-rupture and contralateral anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) rupture following its reconstruction, with special
attention to the femoral drilling technique.
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METHODS
Systematic review and meta-analysis of high-level pro
spective studies searched in MEDLINE database following
PRISMA statement. The rate of ipsilateral graft re-rupture
and contralateral rupture in patients submitted to either
transtibial (TT) technique (isometric) or anteromedial (AM)
technique (anatomic) was compared.
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RESULTS
Eleven studies met the criteria and were included in
final analysis. Reconstructions using the AM technique
had a similar chance of contralateral ACL rupture when
compared to the chance of ipsilateral graft failure
(OR = 1.08; P = 0.746). In reconstructions using TT
technique, the chance of contralateral ACL rupture was
approximately 1.5 times higher than ipsilateral graft failure
(OR = 1.49; P = 0.048). Incidence of contralateral lesions
were similar among the techniques TT (7.4%) and AM
(7.0%) (P = 0.963), but a trend could be noticed with a
lower incidence of lesion in the ipsilateral limb when using
the TT technique (4.9%) compared to the AM technique
(6.5%) (P = 0.081).
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CONCLUSION
ACL reconstruction by TT technique leads to lower
incidence of graft re-injury than contralateral ACL lesion.
There is no difference between the chance of re-injury
after AM technique and the chance of contralateral ACL
lesion (native ligament) with either technique.

could lead to an increased risk of graft re-rupture .
We hypothesized that the increased risk of graft rerupture observed in anatomical reconstructions could
in fact represent an approximation to the “normal
knee” ACL rupture risk, that could be represented by
the risk of contralateral knee lesion. This also would
explain the odd finding that there is a higher incidence
of contralateral knee ACL lesion when compared to
graft re-lesion following ACL reconstruction by isometric
[9]
technique .
Therefore, the aim of this study is to systematically
review the incidence of ipsilateral graft re-rupture and
contralateral ACL rupture following ACL reconstruction,
with special attention to the femoral drilling technique.

Key words: Anterior cruciate ligament; Anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction; Arthroscopy; Graft survival
© The Author(s) 2017. Published by Baishideng Publishing
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: There is no convincing evidence that anatomic
reconstruction leads to better clinical outcomes than
transtibial (TT) reconstruction. Moreover, data suggests
that it could lead to an increased risk of graft re-rup
ture. We found that anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
reconstruction by TT technique led to lower incidence of
graft re-rupture than contralateral ACL lesion. The chance
of graft re-rupture after anteromedial (AM) technique
was the same of contralateral ACL lesion. There was
no difference between contralateral lesion after both
techniques and re-rupture after AM technique, what could
mean that re-rupture chance after AM technique is indeed
closer to normal knee, and, in fact, it is the TT technique’s
re-tear incidence that is lower than it should be.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Systematic review and meta-analysis of studies including
patients submitted to ACL reconstruction, registered
at PROSPERO under the number CRD 42015019336.
PRISMA statement guidelines were followed for con
ducting and reporting meta-analysis data.

Literature review

On September 13, 2015, a systematic literature se
arch of the MEDLINE database was performed inde
pendently by two of the authors (GCC and PEPT) using
the following terms: “Anterior cruciate ligament” AND
“contralateral” AND “reconstruction” AND “follow-up”.
The initial search yielded 189 results. Eligibility criteria
were original studies that included adult patients
submitted to ACL reconstruction, in English language.
Title and abstract evaluation suggested 156 articles
for full text revision. Studies were excluded if did not
specifically described drilling technique for ACL femoral
tunnel confection, did not report the incidence of ip
silateral graft failure and incidence of contralateral
ACL lesion during follow-up, if they were experimental
studies (biomechanics or animal), if patients were
submitted to revision surgery, double bundle or mul
tiple ligaments reconstruction, or graft selection com
prising allograft, artificial devices or harvested from
contralateral knee. Risk of bias was minimized including
only gradeⅠ to Ⅲ prospective studies with a minimum
of 75% of patients at final follow-up.
From the 156 articles reviewed, 145 articles were
[10-20]
excluded, resulting in 11 articles for final analysis
.
The references of the remaining eleven articles were
reviewed with no additional studies for inclusion
identified. These 11 studies provided the data for the
present analysis. Literature review is summarized in
Figure 1.
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INTRODUCTION
Optimal reconstruction technique for an anterior cru
ciate ligament (ACL) tear still on debate. In the last
fifteen years literature has shown a significant shift in
[1]
trends regarding graft positioning . The “isometric”
femoral graft positioning, made through the tibial tunnel
(transtibial technique) and very popular during the last
two decades of the twentieth century, is gradually being
[2]
loathed . Since the introduction of the anterior cruciate
[3]
anatomic reconstruction concept , the pursuit of the
ideal graft positioning has led to the so-called “anatomic”
single-bundle reconstruction techniques, which can be
[4,5]
accomplished by either by an anteromedial approach
[6]
as well as an outside-in femoral drilling .
Despite the plethora of anatomical and biome
chanical studies suggesting incorrect graft positioning
and inadequate knee rotational stability with transtibial
(TT) femoral drilling technique, there is no convincing
evidence that anatomic reconstruction leads to better
[7]
clinical outcomes . Moreover, recent data suggests that
the anteromedial (AM) technique for femoral drilling
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Data extraction

Extracted data included type of study, evidence level,
patient demographics, follow-up duration, loss of followup, surgical technique, graft choice, ACL graft re-lesion
incidence and contralateral ACL rupture incidence. Data
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Elegibility

Screening

Identification
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Records identified through
MEDLINE search (n = 189)

Records after duplicates
removed (n = 189)

Records screened
(n = 189)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility (n = 156)

Included

Studies included in
qualitative analysis (n = 11)

Studies included in quantitative
synthesis (meta-analysis) (n = 11)

Records excluded
(n = 33)
Non-ACL articles

Records excluded
(n = 145)
5 review articles
7 multi-ligament reconstruction
4 artificial devices
11 biomechanics articles
1 non-human
5 allograft
5 double-bundle reconstruction
57 did not describe ipsi or contralateral ACL lesion rate
45 did not clearly described femoral drilling technique

Figure 1 Prisma flow diagram. ACL: Anterior cruciate ligament.

were extracted by two authors independently (GCC and
PEPT). Discrepancies were resolved by consensus.

the sum of the number of events (contralateral or ip
silateral lesions) and the sum of the number of cases of
all publications that have used the technique AM or TT
separately. The significance level (α) used for all analyzes
was 5% (P < 0.05).

Statistical analysis

A meta-analysis of the incidence of contralateral vs
ipsilateral lesions to each of surgical techniques (AM
and TT) was performed by “Comprehensive MetaAnalysis software version 3.3.070”. The heterogeneity
2
of variances between studies was examined by χ test
2
for heterogeneity and I statistics (proportion of the
2
total variance due to heterogeneity) and χ (effect size
[21,22]
variance between studies)
. When a significant
heterogeneity was observed between studies, the
combined effects across studies were analyzed by
random effects model. When there was no significant
heterogeneity between studies, these effects were
[22]
analyzed using fixed effects model .
The estimate of the pooled effect (pooled odds ratio)
between studies was calculated using the Mantel-Haenszel
method (MH OR). Publication biases were analyzed by
the asymmetry in the Begg and Mazumdar’s funnel
[23]
plot . Additionally, an association analysis between the
surgical technique used (AM or TT) and the incidence
of total ipsilateral and contralateral lesions of all
2
publications was performed using χ 2 × 2 test statistic
in SPSS 18.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, United
States).
The chance of injury occurrence was calculated by OR
using simple logistic regression in which was considered
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RESULTS
Follow-up

All studies had a minimum of 2 years of follow-up after
ACL reconstruction. The duration of follow-up’s ranged
from 2 to 15 years. Data concerning the incidence of
lesions were based on the total amount of individuals
who have completed 100% of follow-up for each study.
The percentage of individuals who completed the followup in each study ranged from 75% to 98% (Table 1).

Quality evaluation and potential biases

Study quality was assessed as recommended by
[23,24]
previous studies
. Of the eleven studies included
in this meta-analysis, 6 (55%) were classified as level
of evidence 1, 3 (27%) with level of evidence 2 and 2
(18%) with evidence of Level 3 (Table 1). The potential
bias across studies were evaluated by Begg and
Mazumdar’s funnel plot for the incidence of contralateral
and ipsilateral lesions in each of the AM and TT
techniques, which were predominantly symmetrical,
suggesting lack of significant biases in the publications
included in the meta-analysis (Figure 2).
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Table 1 Data of the studies
Author
Anteromedial drilling technique
Webb
Shelbourne
Pinczewsky
Sajovic
Shaieb
Total
Transtibial drilling technique
Barenius
Webster
Holm
Keays
Drogset
Aune
Total

A 0.0

Year

Evidence
level

No. of initial
patients

No. of patients
included in follow-up

2013
2009
2007
2006
2002
-

3
2
2
1
1
-

200
1820
180
64
82
2346

181 (91%)
1415 (78%)
178 (99%)
61 (95%)
70 (85%)
1905 (81%)

2014
2014
2010
2007
2005
2001
-

1
3
1
2
1
1
-

164
750
72
62
41
72
1161

14.1
4.8
10
6
2
2
-

b 0.0

Anteromedial drilling technique

19 (10.5%)
75 (5.3%)
29 (16.3%)
5 (8.2%)
6 (8.6%)
134 (7.0%)

35 (19.3%)
61 (4.3%)
19 (10.7%)
4 (6.6%)
4 (5.7%)
123 (6.5%)

6 (4.5%)
42 (7.5%)
7 (12.3%)
5 (8.1%)
1 (2.6%)
3 (4.7%)
64 (7.4%)

6 (4.5%)
25 (4.5%)
6 (10.5%)
1 (1.6%)
3 (7.9%)
3 (4.7%)
44 (4.9%)

Transtibial drilling technique

0.5
Standard error

Standard error

15
14
10
5
2
-

134 (82%)
561 (75%)
57 (79%)
62 (100%)
38 (93%)
64 (89%)
916 (79%)

0.2

0.4

0.6

1.0

1.5

0.8
-2.0

Follow-up No. of contralateral No. of Ipsilaterais
(years)
injuries
injuries

2.0
-1.5

-1.0

-0.5
0.0
0.5
MH log odds ratio

1.0

1.5

2.0

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5
0.0
0.5
MH log odds ratio

1.0

1.5

2.0

Figure 2 Funnel plot for the incidence of contralateral and ipsilateral lesions in each of the anteromedial (A) and transtibial (B) techniques included in the
meta-analysis. M-H: Mantel-Haenszel.

Incidence of ipsilateral vs contralateral rupture

incidence of lesion in the ipsilateral limb when using the
TT technique (4.9%) compared to the AM technique
(6.5%) (OR = 0.73; 95%CI: 0.51 to 1.04; P = 0.081).

After the meta-analysis and combining the data, it
was observed that ACL reconstructions using the AM
technique had a similar chance of contralateral ACL
rupture when compared to the chance of ipsilateral graft
failure (MH OR = 1.08; 95%CI: 0.67 to 1.75; P = 0.746;
Figure 3). However, after reconstructions using the TT
technique, the chance of contralateral ACL rupture was
approximately 1.5 times higher than the chance of
ipsilateral graft failure (MH OR = 1.49, 95%CI: 1.00 to
2.21; P = 0.048; Figure 3). There was no heterogeneity
2
of variances between studies using the TT technique (I
2
= 0.0%; χ = 0.0, P = 0.517, Figure 3).
Nevertheless, those who used AM technique showed
2
significant heterogeneity of variances (I = 56.9%;
2
χ = 0.151, P = 0.054, Figure 3). Finally, from the
publications included in the present meta-analysis
(Table 1), no differences in the incidence of contralateral
lesions were identified among the techniques TT (7.4%)
and AM (7.0%) (OR = 0 99; 95%CI: 0.73 to 1.35; P
= 0.963). But a trend could be noticed with a lower
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DISCUSSION
The present study found no difference between the risk
of an ipsilateral graft re-rupture and a contralateral ACL
rupture in individuals operated with the AM technique.
There was also no difference in the risk of a contralateral
ACL rupture when comparing both techniques (7%).
However, the present analysis found a lower rate of
ipsilateral graft re-rupture in patients operated with TT
technique (4.9%; P = 0.048). This is the first analysis
focusing the influence of femoral drilling technique over
the graft failure and contralateral ACL lesion after ACL
reconstruction.
Ipsilateral graft re-lesion is, for obvious reasons, an
[14]
[25]
undesirable event, occurring in 1.8%
to 10.4%
of ACL reconstructed patients during the followup. Literature shows higher rates of contralateral
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Events/total
Study
Year
Contralateral
Ipsilateral
A) Anteromedial Drilling Technique
Webb
2013
19/181
35/181
Shelbourne
2009
75/1415
61/1415
Pinczewsky
2007
29/178
19/178
Sajovic
2006
5/61
4/61
Shaieb
2002
6/70
4/70
Total
134/1905
123/1905
2

2

Odds Ratio M-H,
Random, [95% CI]

Weight

0.49 [0.27, 0.89]
1.24 [0.88, 1.76]
1.63 [0.88, 3.03]
1.27 [0.33, 4.99]
1.58 [0.42, 5.74]
1.08 [0.67, 1.75]

24.3%
32.7%
23.7%
9.4%
10.0%
100.0%
0.01

2

Heterogeneity: I = 0.15; χ = 9.28; df = 4 (P = 0.054), I = 56.9%
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.32 (P = 0.746) .

Events/total
Study
Year
Contralateral
Ipsilateral
B) Transtibial Drilling Technique
Barenius
2014
6/134
6/134
Webster
2014
42/561
25/561
Holm
2010
7/57
6/57
Keays
2007
5/62
1/62
Drogset
2005
1/38
3/38
Aune
2001
3/64
3/64
Total
64/916
44/916
2

2

Odds Ratio M-H,
Fixed, [95% CI]

Weight

1.00 [0.31, 3.18]
1.74 [1.04, 2.89]
1.19 [0.37, 3.79]
5.35 [0.61, 47.2]
0.32 [0.03, 3.18]
1.00 [0.19, 5.15]
1.49 [1.00, 2.21]

14.0%
56.7%
12.9%
2.3%
7.2%
7.0%
100.0%
0.01

2

Heterogeneity: I = 0.00; χ = 4.23; df = 5 (P = 0.517), I = 0.0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.97 (P = 0.048).

Odds Ratio M-H,
Random, [95% CI]

0.1
Ipsilateral

1

10
100
Contralateral

Odds Ratio M-H,
Fixed, [95% CI]

0.1

1

Ipsilateral

10

100

Contralateral

Figure 3 Results of individual studies along with a Forest plot that graphically displays the point estimates on a common scale surrounded by the 95%CI
(indicated by the horizontal lines). The diamond represents the pooled effect between studies. M-H: Mantel-Haenszel; df: Degrees of freedom.

ACL lesions than ipsilateral graft failure after ACL re
[9]
construction . An explanation to this finding could be
[16]
inadequate rehabilitation
or even the assumption
that the neoligament would be stronger than the
[16]
original ACL . Some authors attribute such finding to
the protective role of the uninjured limb that renders it
[26]
more suitable to lesion .
However, recent studies found a decrease in graft
in situ forces when positioned in more vertical locations
(isometric position), indicating that the femoral tunnel
drilled through transtibial approach will result in a more
vertical graft with in situ force lower than the in situ
[27-29]
force found in the native ACL
. Therefore, the lower
graft failure rates found in TT reconstruction could be
because the neoligament simply is not submitted to the
physiological forces that occur in the “normal” knee.
With that in mind, one could speculate that it is not the
AM technique that presents a higher failure rate, but the
TT graft failure rate that is lower than it should be.
Anatomic ACL reconstruction results in graft in
clination angle closer to the native ACL inclination angle
and graft force and knee anterior laxity closer to those
[29]
of the native knee . It is our understanding that this
could be the explanation to the findings of the present
analysis, since we found same risk of contralateral ACL
rupture (“normal” knee) for both techniques, with no
difference for graft failure in the AM group (7%), and
lower incidence of ipsilateral graft failure in TT group
(4.9%; P = 0.048).
It is fundamental, thus, to provide information
regarding femoral drilling technique when discussing
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ipsi or contralateral lesions rates during follow-up.
Most of studies just focus on the graft choice and
patient demographics. The vast majority of studies
initially included in our analysis did not adequately
describe the ACL reconstruction technique used. This
[30]
is in accordance to van Eck et al , who examined 74
studies that claimed to use “anatomic technique” for
ACL reconstruction and found a gross under-reporting
of specific operative technique data.
[8]
Rahr-Wagner et al found increased risk of revision
in patients undergone to ACL reconstruction with
femoral drilling through AM portal when compared to TT
technique in the Danish Knee Ligament Reconstruction
Register. They explained this finding as a result of a
learning curve due to the introduction of a new and
more complex technique. The higher force over the
more anatomically placed grafts could be a more
accurate explanation.
Our results indicate that the increased risk is in fact
an approximation to the expected failure rate of the
normal knee, that could be represented by the rate
[31]
of contralateral ACL lesion. van Eck et al
found that
the majority of graft failures following anatomic ACL
reconstruction occurred between six and nine months
postoperatively, precisely the commonly recommended
period for return to sports. Although there has been a
transition toward the “anatomic” reconstruction over
the last decades, rehabilitation protocols still the same.
Maybe the higher forces over the graft could alter the
time frame for complete graft healing and maturation.
More studies are needed on that matter.
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and inadequate knee rotational stability with transtibial (TT) femoral drilling
technique, there is no convincing evidence that anatomic reconstruction
leads to better clinical outcomes. Moreover, recent data suggests that the
anteromedial (AM) technique for femoral drilling could lead to an increased risk
of graft re-rupture.

In another point of view, one can argue that,
since there is no convincing data on the superiority
of anatomic technique regarding clinical outcomes,
it would be better to chose a technique with a lower
rate of graft failure (TT technique). This question will
only be answered as longer follow-up of anatomic
reconstruction series successfully demonstrates better
clinical outcomes and lower evolution to osteoarthritis.
We acknowledge that this meta-analysis has
strengths and limitations. One limitation is the lack of
demographic data, such as age, gender, body mass
index and level of activity. Post-operative rehabilitation
protocols were not analyzed or even considered. We
acknowledge the importance of rehabilitation data.
However, meta-analysis was performed comparing
two groups operated by the same authors, therefore
subjected to same rehabilitation protocols. Also, we did
not include anatomic reconstruction by out-in femoral
drilling technique. We chose to use only AM technique
to standardize our analysis.
In addition, we were not able to show the data on
direct comparison between AM and TT techniques on
graft failure and contralateral ACL rupture. To perform
this comparison and present it in a meta-analysis
format, the comparison effect between techniques
would have to be presented individually in each study
selected for this meta-analysis. All selected studies for
this review were independent and presented only intratechnical comparisons. Although we performed an
exploratory analysis to test the differences between the
incidences of graft failure and contralateral ACL rupture
among AM and TT techniques, it could be biased. This
issue is still a gap in the literature and more clinical
studies are needed to conduct future meta-analyzes to
clarify the subject. The major strength is the rigorous
criteria used. We only included studies that reported
both ipsi-and contralateral failure information, thus
ensuring proper comparison when performing the
meta-analysis. Moreover, we only included high quality
prospective studies with high level of evidence and loss
of follow-up lower than 25%.
The ACL reconstruction by transtibial technique leads
to lower incidence of graft re-injury than contralateral
ACL lesion. There is no difference between the chance
of re-injury after anteromedial technique and the
chance of contralateral ACL lesion (native ligament).

Innovations and breakthroughs

This is the first analysis focusing the influence of femoral drilling technique
over the graft failure and contralateral ACL lesion after ACL reconstruction. The
authors found that ACL reconstruction by TT technique led to lower incidence of
graft re-injury than contralateral ACL lesion. There was no difference between
the chance of re-injury after AM technique and the chance of contralateral ACL
lesion (native ligament) with any technique.

Applications

The increased risk of graft re-rupture observed in anatomical reconstructions
could in fact represent an approximation to the “normal knee” ACL rupture risk,
that could be represented by the risk of contralateral knee lesion. The lower
graft failure rates found in TT reconstruction could be because the neoligament
simply is not submitted to the physiological forces that occur in the “normal”
knee. With that in mind, one could speculate that it is not the AM technique that
presents a higher failure rate, but it is the TT graft failure rate that is lower than
it should be, probably due to incorrect femoral positioning.

Terminology

Transtibial technique refers to an anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction
technique in which the femoral tunnel is created with a drill inserted through
a tibial tunnel previously drilled. It leads to a non-anatomic positioning of the
femoral tunnel, searching for an isometric position of the femoral tunnel. In the
anteromedial portal technique, the femoral tunnel is created with a drill inserted
through the arthroscopic anteromedial portal, which makes it possible to create
the femoral tunnel in its anatomic position.

Peer-review

This is a very nice paper, it is well written with very interesting results and
conclusions.
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